
Born on the 23rd April, 1813 in Milan, Italy to devout Catholic parents who soon after moved back to France. He was the fifth
child of 14; however, only Frédéric and two siblings reached adulthood. As he grew up, even though he showed an interest in

literature and history, his father pushed him into studying law at the university in Paris. After initially getting quite
homesick he eventually made good friends and encountered some key people involved in the Catholic revival in France.

 With a few friends, due to their interest in history, he revived a society at the university called the “Society of Good Studies”,
which later became known as the “Conference of History”. They would regularly discuss Catholicism at meetings and

eventually during a discussion someone challenged them, “What is your Church doing now? What is she doing for the poor of
Paris? Show us your works and we will believe you!” Frédéric and his friends were taken aback and resolved to do something

to help the poor. 

After that the Conference became known as the “Conference of Charity” and then later as the “Conference of St Vincent de
Paul”, hence the SVP was born. They resolved to provide support to the poor of Paris in any way they could. As the

Conferences grew, Frédéric went on to become a professor of Foreign Literature at the Sorbonne and to produce a number of
notable works on literature. After hesitating over a vocation to marriage he eventually married Amelie, together they had a

daughter, Marie. Frédéric was absolutely devoted to his wife. 

With the growing “Conferences of Charity”, his teaching and research, he became exceptionally busy and after a while his
health deteriorated. He was forced to give up his teaching, though this did not stop him from continuing to support the work

of the “Conferences of Charity”. He later died in France on the 8th September 1853.

Bl Frédéric Ozanam

"It is our vocation to set people’s hearts ablaze, to do what the Son of God did, who

came to light a fire on earth in order to set it ablaze with His love."


